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Knowledge Organiser
Term 5

“Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to change
the world.”
Nelson Mandela

Benjamin Franklin

How to use your Knowledge Organiser
Quiz your neighbour
Multiple choice quiz
Key words
Spelling Tests
Extended Writing
Knowledge test

Catching up
Quiz yourself
Create Flashcards
Application
Revise

Using in Class
Your teacher will give you a topic and you can create questions to test your neighbour’s
knowledge and understanding
A quick quiz based on the knowledge organiser
Tell your teacher if any key words from your knowledge organiser come up in lessons
Using the key words, your teacher might give you some spelling tests
Using this key information, create longer pieces of writing showing your specialist
knowledge
At the end of the unit, your teacher might give you a test based on your knowledge
organiser

Using at Home
Use the knowledge organiser to catch up on any lessons you have missed
Read through the information, repeat it to yourself, cover and test your knowledge
Turn the information in to revision cards
Use this information to add to any homework or classwork, including longer pieces of
writing
Use the information to revise for any assessments or end of topic tests

Term 5 English
Knowledge Organiser
Year 8

Term 5 Maths
Knowledge Organiser
Year 8

Fraction
A fraction means a part of something or a number
of parts of something.
There are two parts to a fraction:
The number on top shows how many parts there
are (the numerator)
The number on the bottom shows how many parts
something has been divided into (the denominator)

Key Vocabulary
*numerator
*denominator
*proper fraction
*improper fraction
*factor
*equivalent
*simplify

Percentages
The sign % stands for 'per cent' which
means 'out of 100'.
40% means 40 out of 100
11% means 11 out of 100
To change a percentage to a
decimal, divide by 100. Change 48% to a
decimal: 48 ÷ 100 = 0.48
To change a decimal to a
percentage, multiply by 100. Change 0.67
to a percentage: 0.67 x 100 = 67%

*mixed number
*whole number
*common denominator
*decimal equivalent
Decimal numbers
A decimal is a way of writing a
number that is not whole.
Decimal numbers are 'in
between' numbers. For example, 10.4
is in between the numbers 10 and
11. It is more than 10, but less
than 11.
Take care when reading the values
of decimal numbers.
4.2 means 4 and 2 tenths.

Term 5 Science
Knowledge Organiser
Year 8

Term 5 Art
Knowledge Organiser
Year 8

Texture refers to the surface quality in a
work of art. We associate textures with the
way that things look or feel. Everything has
some type of texture. We describe things as
being rough, smooth, silky, shiny, fuzzy and
so on.

Texture

Term 5 RE
Knowledge Organiser
Year 8

Are there limits to Forgiveness??

The tragic death of Stephen
Lawrence is still a discussion point
today. Surely there is no place in
today’s society for such hatred
and prejudice? So why is it still
occurring in 2021?

What are the aims of punishment?

Moral or Natural Evil?

Punishment
Prison

Moral evil – actions done by
humans which cause
suffering. Natural evil –
things which cause suffering
but have nothing to do with
humans. example of moral
evil is murder.

Electronic tagging
Fines
Community service
Capital punishment
Probation

deterrence - punishment should put people off
committing crime
protection - punishment should protect
society from the criminal and the criminal
from themselves
reformation - punishment should reform the
criminal
retribution - punishment should make the
criminal pay for what they have done wrong
reparation - punishment
should compensate the victim(s) of a crime
vindication - the punishment makes sure that
the law is respected

What are the aims
of punishment?
People are punished
for a purpose.
Often the aims of a
punishment overlap,
eg the death
penalty acts to
deter people from
committing similar
crimes and it aims
to protect the
public from the
individual who is
guilty of the crime.

Term 5 Citizenship/FBV
Knowledge Organiser
Year 8

The Lady Justice is a common
sight in legal institutions.
Originally known as the
goddess Themis, she
represents the fairness of the
judicial system. In Greek,
Themis means 'order'.

Civil law is concerned with
the rights and duties of
citizens in dealings with
other citizens.

Criminal offences are
regarded as offences against
society. It includes the
punishment of people who
break these laws.

The word "prejudice" is often used
when people dislike another group
of people that are different from
them. They may decide they do not
like them because of
their skin colour (this is “racial
prejudice"), religion (religious
prejudice) or nationality. Such
prejudices can lead
to discrimination, hatred or
even war.

